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If you’re an undergrad child of an active military personnel and want to study or intern abroad, then you should think about the Gilman-McCain Scholarship! The application closes March 1, 2022, at 11:59pm PT. Learn more & apply at gilmanscholarship.org.

The U.S. Department of State’s Gilman-McCain Scholarship provides awards of $5,000 for undergraduate child dependents of active duty service members to study or intern abroad on credit-bearing programs. Learn more & apply at gilmanscholarship.org.

The Gilman-McCain Scholarship is open! This scholarship enables U.S. undergrad children of active duty military to develop the #CareerReadiness skills they need to succeed. The application closes March 1, 2022, at 11:59pm PT. Apply at gilmanscholarship.org.

The Gilman-McCain Scholarship is accepting applications! The deadline is March 1, 2022, at 11:59pm PT for programs starting May 1, 2022, to April 30, 2023. Learn more & apply at gilmanscholarship.org.

The application for the Gilman-McCain Scholarship for children of active duty military to study or intern abroad on credit-bearing programs is open! The Gilman-McCain Scholarship is a congressionally funded initiative of the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (ECA) at the U.S. Department of State and named after the late senator John S. McCain from Arizona. The Gilman-McCain Scholarship provides awards of $5,000. The application deadline is March 1, 2022, at 11:59pm PT. Learn more and apply at gilmanscholarship.org.

The Gilman-McCain Scholarship is accepting applications! The Scholarship provides awards of $5,000 for undergraduate child dependents of active duty service members to study or intern abroad on credit-bearing programs. The deadline is March 1, 2022, at 11:59pm PT for programs starting May 1, 2022, to April 30, 2023. Learn more and apply at gilmanscholarship.org.